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Word of the week                                                31st August to 6th September 2020 

Grade-5 

Artful 

Meaning- clever at getting what you want, perhaps by not telling the truth. 

Origin- 1610s, "learned, well-versed in the (liberal) arts," also "characterized by technical skill, 

artistic," art (n.) + Ful. Meaning "cunning, crafty, skilled in adapting means to ends" is from 1739. 

Synonyms- crafty, cunning, tricky 

Antonyms- frank, honest, unconcealed, straightforward 

Usage in Sentences: 

1. The photographer’s artful shot showed a new side of the great wall. 

2. Decorating the room with an artful display will make the gallery appear more creative. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Word of the week                                                31st August to 6th September 2020 

Grade-6 

Bauble  

Meaning- a piece of cheap jewellery; a decoration in the shape of a ball that is hung on a Christmas 

tree 

Origin- The word comes From Old French baubel (“trinket, child's toy”), most likely a 

reduplication of bel, ultimately from Latin bellus (“pretty”). 

Synonyms- curio, trifle, novelty,  knickknack, gewgaw, bangle, trinket 

Antonyms- valuable, decoration, ornament, possession, jewel, acquisition  

Usage in Sentences: 

1. Her black eyes gleamed with triumph at the sight of the bauble. 

2. At first I thought that the trinkets sold on the island had value, but I then realized that they 

were nothing other than worthless bauble. 
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Word of the week                                                31st August to 6th September 2020 

Grade-7 

Word: Caprice 

Meaning:  a sudden and unaccountable change of mood or behaviour. 

Origin: caprice (noun) a word of French origin. 

Synonyms: whim, whimsy, freak 

Antonyms: stability 

Usage in sentences: (I) As generally understood, Duns makes caprice supreme in God. 

                                     (II) The creation of a new capital by Constantine was not an act of personal  

                                            caprice or individual judgement.            

 

 

 

 

Word of the week                                                31st August to 6th September 2020 

Grade- 8 

Travesty 

Meaning- A false, absurd, or distorted representation of something. 

Origin- The noun travesty, which current evidence dates to the 17th century, comes  

              from the French verb travestir, meaning “to disguise”. The word's roots, however, 

               wind back through  Italian to the Latin verb vestire, meaning “to clothe" or “to dress". 

Synonyms- distortion, corruption, satire, sham 

Antonyms- seriousness, praise, solemnity 

Usage in sentence: 

1.The trial was a travesty of justice. 

2 To hit a vehicle and speed off is a travesty on humanity. 

3. It was a political act, a travesty from start to finish. 
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Word of the week                                                31st August to 6th September 2020 

Grade 9 

Neologism 

Meaning – a newly coined word or expression 

Origin – first attested in English in 1772, borrowed from French ‘neologisme’ (1734) 

Synonyms – coinage, modernism, speech, new phrase, vogue word 

Antonyms – paleologism, obscure, obsolete, buried, misted 

Usage in sentence: 

1) She caught up a popular neologism from the newspapers. 

2)Neologisms come and go very quickly in spoken language but tend to be less frequent in writing.  

 

 

 

Word of the week                                                31st August to 6th September 2020 

Class-10 

WORD: Circumspect 

ORIGIN: LATIN 

MEANING: Careful to consider all the circumstances and possible consequences. 

SYNONYMS: judicious, meticulous, prudent, vigilant, scrupulous, etc. 

ANTONYMS: imprudent, incautious, unthoughtful etc. 

USAGE IN A SENTENCE: 

1. It was done in a circumspect manner. 

2. As a foreign minister, he was cautious and circumspect. 

3. In this situation you need to be very circumspect about claiming interactions. 
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Word of the week                                                31st August to 6th September 2020 

Class-11 

 Nefarious (adjective) 

Meaning: Wicked or criminal ( typically of an action or activity) 

Origin: Early 17th century, from Latin nefarius. 

Synonym: Evil, sinful. 

Antonym: Noble, high-minded. 

Usage: 

1. Racism in the 21st century is still a nefarious reality in the world, but we have come a long 

way in mere decades. 

2. He was universally feared because of his many nefarious deeds. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Word of the week                                                31st August to 6th September 2020 

Class 12 

Perfidious(adjective) 

 

Meaning: deceitful, untrustworthy 

Origin: Latin perfidia,perfidiosus,16 century Perfidious 

Synonym: treacherous ,disloyal 

Antonym: faithful, loyal 

Usage  in sentence: 

1. Neel did not long enjoy the fruits of his perfidious dealing. 

2. She described the news criminal bill as a perfidious attack on  democracy. 

 

 


